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City of Riverside Approves Anti-Racist Vision, Asks Community to Sign On 

Vote culminates months of work by the Mayor’s Multicultural Forum 

RIVERSIDE, Calif. – The Riverside City Council on Tuesday (10/20) approved a Riverside Anti-

Racist Vision formulated by the Mayor’s Multicultural Forum, and Mayor Rusty Bailey encouraged 

members of the community to sign on to the document. 

Mayor Bailey and Dr. Carlos Cortés, a UC Riverside professor emeritus of history, presented the item 

at the City Council meeting and outlined how the vision was formed and what it is intended to 

represent. They pointed out that anti-racism is more than just acknowledging racism is wrong; it is the 

active effort to combat it in the community. 

“By adopting and following these principles, and by annually reassessing progress in their 

implementation, including measurable accountability, the City of Riverside can become a true national 

leader in creating and sustaining an anti-racist community,” Mayor Bailey said. 

The City Council vote was the culmination of several months of work. Members of the Mayor’s 

Multicultural Forum began meeting in June following the death of George Floyd in Minnesota, 

sparking a conversation for what an anti-racist Riverside effort should entail. 

On June 30, the City Council adopted a resolution declaring racism a public health crisis in the City of 

Riverside. In August, the Mayor’s Multicultural Forum began to formulate the Riverside Anti-Racist 

Vision and approved a final draft at its September meeting. 

A copy of the Anti-Racist Vision can be found here. 

Dr. Cortés is an internationally known scholar of race and ethnicity and has taught for decades on such 

topics as inclusivity and diversity. Locally, he is regarded as the chief architect of the City of 

Riverside’s Inclusivity Statement and as the namesake for the Dr. Carlos E. Cortés Award for 

Championing Diversity and Inclusivity, presented each year during the State of the City Address. 
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Dr. Cortés explained that the Inclusive Community Statement is a broad presentation of diversity and 

inclusivity principles, while the anti-racism vision focuses strictly on racism and ways to challenge it. 

In that regard, the Riverside Anti-Racist Vision elaborates on one dimension – racism -- of the 

Inclusive Community Statement. 

“Through the adoption of this anti-racist lens, the City of Riverside can contribute to greater racial 

equity throughout our city,” Dr. Cortés said. “We can not only challenge policies and systems that 

support racism, even if unintentionally.  We can also encourage the community to address the effects 

of racism in our city.” 

For the latest information and resources regarding COVID-19 -- www.RiversideCA.gov/COVID-19 
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